Chevy venture fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit.
Shop Chevrolet Venture Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Wheelbase Chevrolet Venture Warner Bros. Wheelbase Chevrolet
Venture Plus 6 Cyl 3. Wheelbase Chevrolet Venture Base 6 Cyl 3. Wheelbase, Contains Internal
Pump Strainer. Wheelbase Chevrolet Venture Value 6 Cyl 3. Wheelbase; Extended Length. Part
Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel
Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your
intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the
defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement
item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Built to last and engineered for clean,
consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior
efficiency to your en Oct 02, Good experience. Would order again. Charles Traylor. Purchased
on Sep 14, Sep 04, Exactly what I ordered Works great came with everything needed. Tim Giles.
Purchased on Aug 19, Jun 11, Good product. Due to an update to the wiring connector, had to
remove old pigtail and add new one - this added some time to the installation, but the
instructions were clear and easy to follow. Make sure you have some crimping pliers handy. It
could be my imagination, but I'd swear my Venture runs better now than it ever has. It used to
idle rough and stumble sometimes - not any more. Purchased on Jan 14, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. John answered 8 years ago. Every shop will buy a pump and charge
you almost double whatever they pay for it then they will also have to charge you labor for
whatever the book time says at their hourly rate. Call your local shops. How much does it cost
to replace a fuel pump on a Chevy Venture? Just replaced the fuel pump and relay and still wont
start. The fuel pump wont even turn on. Me and my future husband have a chevolet venture van
but about to buy a Toyota Sienna but it needs a water pump can I use the water pump from the
venture and put it on the Sienna. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Fuel
pump. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Venture question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Venture Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these
options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year
Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. What year is your
Year. Shop by Make. Free Same Day Shipping. View: 7 5. Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Fuel
Pump Kit. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. DIY Solutions. Filter Results. Part : 1AFPU Add to Cart.
Chevrolet is a registered trademark of General Motors Company. See all trademarks.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent
pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between

7 AM and 9 PM. The pressure and output of the pump are controlled by a regulator. Filtration of
the fuel occurs either in the fuel tank using a pickup screen or externally with a replaceable filter
mounted in the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as
with any electro-mechanical component, a fuel pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to
produce adequate pressure or completely quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed
condition can sometimes be preceded or accompanied by one or more of the following
symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe
to continue driving, and should immediately be checked by a qualified mechanic. Chevrolet
Venture Fuel Pump Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how
does it work? When to consider replacing the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car
from starting or stall it. Check engine light is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and
that means the fuel pressure and volume slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the
engine operating without enough fuel relative to the amount of air, causing the check engine
light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or
humming noise coming from the fuel tank area, toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from
the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at
your earliest convenience. How do mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be
faulty, it is removed from the tank through an access panel above the tank in the passenger
compartment. When no access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel
tank must be lowered from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump
supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical connections to the
pump must be removed. Once the pump is out, any reusable brackets and pick up screens are
attached to the new pump, then the new pump is installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line
external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and electrical connections are re-established.
Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel
pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic
will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power
supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was replaced recently, whenever the fuel pump is
replaced a new fuel filter should be installed. When failing earlier than expected, the power
supply should be verified because a voltage drop in the fuel pump circuit can lead to
overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the repair, the fuel tank straps and
fasteners should be checked for excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The fuel in the
gas tank cools and lubricates the fuel pump. Number of Chevrolet Venture services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Michael 5 years of experience. Request Michael. Thank you
so much Michael. Not easy to work in this weather conditions. But you did it great. Joel 15 years
of experience. Request Joel. Joel is great!! Ben 34 years of experience. Request Ben. St Cyr.
Very professional in appearance and Quality of workmanship. Completed his task in a timely
manner I would definitely hire him again. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump
Replacement. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Fuel level sensor utilizes palladium silver alloy for increased durability and
better resistance against bad fuel. Utilizes a high strength, POM plastic to prevent tubes from
breaking, this improves durability and stability. Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is removed
from the tank through an access panel above the tank in the passenger compartment. When no
access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel tank must be lowered
from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump supply and return hoses, as
well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical connections to the pump must be removed. Once the
pump is out, any reusable brackets and pick up screens are attached to the new pump, then the
new pump is installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line external filter, a filter is often replaced.
All hoses and electrical connections are re-established. Fuel is added to the tank and the engine
is run to test for leaks. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by:
Autoforever. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 17 hrs
and 55 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at
Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. AutoForever Fuel Pump Ass Add a gift receipt for easy returns.

Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging.
See more. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 8 hrs and 40 mins Details. Only 1 left
in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Brand:
AutoForever. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Autoforever
and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. More to consider from our brands. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? Product Description. Meets or exceeds OE manufacturer's specifications. How to
replace the fuel pump? Customers who bought this item also bought. Lisle 22" Square
No-Splatter Pad. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. It is not a direct fit for a Pontiac Montana 3. If you
buy it you have to do a lot of sanding where the Locking plate goes because original fuel pump
where the Locking plate goals is a lot smaller. Just a heads up you cannot find a bigger locking
plate for that year because I went to the store looking for one they did not have any anywhere's.
Failed in less than a year No help from seller. One person found this helpful. Worked like magic.
Car turning on perfectly fine. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. AD Auto Parts.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. ECCPP , one of the largest automotive aftermarket parts
provider online in America, serves both the professional installer and do-it-yourself customers.
The unique design makes it can work in multi-environment and large energy conversion. Each
fuel pump is designed for specific application, low-emissions, and high energy output. We
manufacture and distribute a full line of high-technology critical components. Test equipment
For the development of every new product, each components must be checked carefully in
laboratory, and then all the products must be tested by assembling. We strictly check every
product. We aims to manufacture premium fuel pump. Customer first Our company is
constituted by premuim team. We aim to provide the high- quality fuel pumps and the first-rate
shopping experience for you. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in
new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest
delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 17 hrs and 55 mins Details. Only 5 left in stock - order
soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships
from. Sold by. Electric Fuel Pump, Modul Add a gift receipt for easy returns. About this item
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our brands. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description ECCPP , one of the largest automotive
aftermarket parts provider online in America, serves both the professional installer and
do-it-yourself customers. Features and Fitments. Problems and Solutions. Keep the habit of
refueling the car in time, don't wait until the oil lamp is bright to add 2. Choose high quality car
gasoline 3. Timely cleaning or replacement of gasoline filter. Customers who bought this item
also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?

Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Good
fit and pretty easy install on a chevy venture Worked intermediately from the get go, drove
about 20 miles and it quit working completely Still getting proper voitage to the pump and
sensors, just pump no worky Hopefully this isn't a third times the charm kinda thing cuz I'm
allready out of gas cans to drain the tank with and I have got to get the fresh 25 out that I put in
before it died while I was out trying to deliver pizzas for a living. Chevy Venture is running once
more. I installed this on my Chevrolet Venture. Worst part was dropping the fuel tank, but one
that was done, this pump went in decently smoothly. The connector on the factory wiring was
different but it comes with the right one. You just have to cut the factory one off and crimp the
new one on using the included hardware. Another note - you have to transfer the fuel pressure
sensor from the old pump to the new one. There is a spot for it on top of the new pump that fits
it perfectly - see included picture. By Sam Porter on January 7, Images in this review. I can't
accurately review this part since it did not fit my application so I never used it. According to the
ad it is supposed to fit my 02 Oldsmobile silhouette van 3. Oring seal was too small, was not a
good fit and would definitely leak, didn't seem safe for my application. I would say if you're
buying this maybe double check with the seller first to make sure the part will definitely fit your
vehicle. One person found this helpful. I found this on Amazon and put in my vehicle info to
make sure it was an exact fit. Amazon said it was, so I ordered it. Got the tank dropped, got the
old pump out, pulled the pressure sensor off the old pump and installed it on new pump new
pump doesn't come with one per description , put the new pump in and then realized that the
retaining ring doesn't fit on the new pump. New pump housing is a different diameter than the
old pump. Slightly larger. It is also beveled and kept the retaining ring from seating. None of this
could I see because I couldn't compare it to mine out of the box since mine was still in the tank.
At that point, it was no longer an option to pull it out of the tank, box it up, ship it back, and wait
for a refund or new product. I ended up grinding out my retaining ring enough for it to fit around
the pump housing and it went in ok. Works fine now that it's in. Pumps fuel and the gauge
works correctly. But because of the PITA it ended up being, it gets 2 stars. I bought the fuel
pump October 6th 2 and it only lasted until August I've I would not recommend unless you have
money to keep replacing them. This part worked beautifully on my daughters car and probably
saved my son-law's life. He asked me to order the part and it was here within 2 days. Which was
a very good thing because she had already been without her car for 3 or 4 days before then and
as he said she was starting to get that blood lust look in her eyes. When he got the part in, he
had her back on the road in less than an hour and divorce proceedings were avoided. Well
packaged, fit correctly, no problems. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other
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2009 acura tsx interior
items: fuel pump relay , fuel pump replacement , fuel relay , fuel transfer pump , pontiac
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more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
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